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By John Birmingham

Del Rey Books, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book. A
seamless fusion of alternate history, postapocalyptic fiction, and espionage-fueled thriller. --
Publishers Weekly When an inexplicable wave of energy slams into North America, the world is
plunged into turmoil--as wars erupt, borders vanish, and the great and powerful fall. Against this
dramatic backdrop, three very different women navigate the chaos. Deep in a South American
jungle, special agent Caitlin Monroe will stop at nothing to discover how a master terrorist escaped
a secret detention center in French Guadeloupe to strike a fatal blow in New York City. Sofia
Peiraro, a grieving teenager trying to rebuild her life in Kansas City, is drawn back to Texas by a
vicious murder. And in the fashionable bars and boutiques of Darwin, the seething, growing
freeport in Australia s deep north, the British-born aristocrat-turned-smuggler Lady Julianne
Balwyn hides a pistol in the small of her lovely back. She is hunting for the man who is hunting her.
As these women fight for survival, justice, and revenge, humanity itself struggles toward its better
angels--and to purge its worst demons. Birmingham knows how to write action. . . . I enjoy world...
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ReviewsReviews

It in a of the best publication. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you request me).
-- Dr. Pat Hegmann-- Dr. Pat Hegmann

It in one of my favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have go through. I am just quickly will get a delight of reading through a
published publication.
-- Prof. Martin Zboncak DVM-- Prof. Martin Zboncak DVM
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